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Publications on Byzantine pottery have proliferated over the past century
or so: collections were catalogued, both those obtained during archaeolog-
ical excavations and private ones, and valuable data was gathered about
styles, chronology, provenance, workshops, and production techniques. A
few pioneering studies discussed pottery from the Black Sea region.1 In
geostrategic and economic terms, that area was of exceptional importance
within the transit route connecting Europe with the Middle and Far East,
while a number of prosperous Black Sea towns formed major centres of
production and consumption.
Mid-twentieth-century excavations in the Crimea and northeast of the Black
Sea shed new light on the production and styles of Byzantine pottery.2
Alexander Kuzev and Maria Manolova-Voykova subsequently
published rich collections of sgraffito ware from the sea’s west coast.3
Their work has now culminated inManolova-Voykova’s general study
of Byzantine pottery from that region. Her well-structured book is divided
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into four parts: introduction, historiographical overview, classification and
chronology, illustrated catalogue of the finds.
A short preface (pp. 5–7) outlines the aims and scope of the author’s re-
search, based on material from fifteen museum collections. The sites from
which said collections originate are briefly surveyed on pp. 9–22. Except
for a settlement on the Cenni Bayır hill in Balchik and amonastery at Ravna
near Provadia, these are well attested in textual sources: Agatopolis (now
Akhtopol), Urdoviza, Sozopol(is), Debelt, Therma, Anchialos (now Po-
morie), Nesebar, Varna, Kastritsi, Kavarna, and Kaliakra. Manolova
presents the historical and archaeological data available for each of them
(their archaeological exploration is unevenly advanced).
Chapter 2 (pp. 23–36) is a short but very informative review of the state
of research, including underwater archaeology and archaeometry. Schol-
arly work began during the 1890s with an emphasis on material from Con-
stantinople and the Crimea.4 Later on, two particularly influential stud-
ies considered origins, classification, and style: David Talbot Rice’s
Byzantine Glazed Pottery (1930) discussed questions of eastern (Persian)
influence, while Charles H. Morgan’s Corinth: The Byzantine Pot-
tery (1942) dealt with typology and chronology.5 Archaeological research
in the Crimea brought the wider Black Sea region (outside Constantinople)
into focus.6 The activities of the Association Internationale pour l’Etude
des CéramiquesMédiévales enMéditerranée, a specialized symposium (the
first of its kind),7 a major exhibition accompanied by a catalogue,8 and a
recent two-volume set9 all confirm that the Black Sea is a key area for
understanding the production, style and distribution of Byzantine pottery.

4. See note 1 above.
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Manolova surveys relevant research in her native country, where the sig-
nificant contribution of Yordanka Changova, Magdalina Stan-
cheva, Vera Antonova, Alexander Kuzev, Lyudmila Don-
cheva-Petkova, Boris Borisov, and others has been successfully
continued by a new generation of scholars.10

The book’s longest chapter discusses the classification and chronology of
Byzantine ceramics from the Bulgarian Black Sea coast (pp. 37–105). Ves-
sels of presumably Byzantine manufacture from the eighth through four-
teenth centuries are divided into 24 types of tableware and 8 types of am-
phorae. The classes (and types) are labelled in accordance with Anglo-
Saxon terminology, as usual in specialized publications of this kind. They
are listed in a uniformmanner, with complete data for each individual class.
The characteristics considered are clay, slip, glaze, underglaze decoration,
forms, chronology, workshop origin, and distribution in the coastal and in-
terior regions of Bulgaria. Each type is illustrated with drawings of the
main vessel shapes and a table of their geographical distribution.
The classification of ceramic imports adheres to John Hayes’ system for
the Saraçhane material.11 When it comes to identifying pottery made after
themid-thirteenth century,Manolova relies on parallels from continental
Greece, the Aegean, and modern Ukraine and Russia. The typology for
amphorae is based on analogous finds from the Black Sea region. Each
class/type is concisely but exhaustively characterised, so that readers are
informed about its main aspects. Classes are presented in chronological
order, while the accompanying text contains additional data on their earliest
occurrence, their likely workshop origin, and the peak of their production,
distribution, and consumption. On the basis of the data thus presented,
readers can situate each class within the broader social and cultural context
of its time.
A distributionmap illustrates changing trends in the consumption of Byzan-
tine ceramics: Several groups of tableware enjoyed wide distribution in sig-
nificant quantity. During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, these were

10. Maria Manolova-Voykova, За един малко познат тип вносни визан-
тийски блюда от селищата по западния черноморски бряг. In: Градът в българските
земи по археологически данни. Shumen 2014, pp. 352–358; Rumyana Koleva,
Byzantine Sgraffito Pottery from Northern Thrace. Characteristics, Provenance and Dis-
tribution. In: Platon Petridis et al. (eds.), 12th Congress AIECM3 on Medieval and
Modern Period Mediterranean Ceramics. Athens 2021, pp. 433–438.

11. John Hayes, The Pottery (Excavations at Saraçhane in Istanbul 2). Princeton
1992.
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GlazedWhiteWare IV alongwith the Fine Sgraffito and Slip-Painted classes
(both of them representative middle-Byzantine products). In the fourteenth
century, they were supplanted by the heterogeneous class of Palaeologan
Sgraffito, within which Elaborate Incised Ware stands out. Amphorae of
Types I, IIA, and III had a dominant presence on the Black Sea market,
other amphorae being less common.
Manolova concludes that the regular import and significant presence of
Byzantine table-ware along the Bulgarian coast of the Black Sea shows the
considerable economic power of coastal towns compared to those in the
interior. Through intensive trade, sea-ports would accumulate economic
resources and develop as multi-ethnic and multicultural centres. The first
large-scale imports of Byzantine pottery are registered in the coast’s south-
ern section, as well as in Varna, during the late ninth and in early tenth cen-
turies, while towns and settlements north of the Haemus (Balkan) mountain
became involved in regular trade later on, evidently in the early 1100s. Lo-
cal production of sgraffito ware on the east coast of the Black Sea began
toward the end of the twelfth century: the earliest workshops were probably
based in Sozopol, Nesebar, and Varna, and their first products imitated Fine
Sgraffito Ware, Zeuxippus Ware, and Elaborate Incised Ware (pl. cxxii).
The technology was subsequently transferred westward, so that sgraffito
vessels became one of the hallmarks of the material culture of the Second
Bulgarian Empire.
The book’s first half is supplied with an extensive summary in English (pp.
145–158) and contains an impressive bibliography (pp. 119–144) that in
itself provides an extraordinary insight into the current state of research.
The catalogue (pp. 159–232) lists a total of 848 finds of Byzantine pottery,
including five ‘wasters’ of unfinished and defective sgraffito ware. Each
entry contains all necessary data and is accompanied by drawings and pho-
tographs of excellent quality12 (pls i–cxxii).
In the wake of fruitful archaeological research by several generations of
scholars, comprehensive overview of the material had become a major ne-
cessity. By putting together a representative catalogue of finds and sys-
tematising them according to uniform criteria, Manolova-Voykova’s
monograph highlights trends in the distribution and consumption of vari-
ous classes of vessels. It makes a significant contribution to the study of
Byzantine pottery not just in present-day Bulgaria but in the entire Balkan
and Mediterranean region. Of particular importance are the data that place

12. The same can be said of the illustrative material in the main text.
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the beginning of sgraffito-ware production in Sozopol, Nesebar, and Varna
in the late twelfth century, when Byzantine political and military presence
rapidly weakened and finally disappeared when the Crusaders took Con-
stantinople (1204). In this context, the introduction of pottery manufacture
in the northern Balkans by way of the Black Sea coast had far-reaching con-
sequences connected to the rise of Serbia and Bulgaria (the Second Bulgar-
ian Empire) as new political powers. During the thirteenth and fourteenth
centuries, local workshops in these two Slavic countries developed a dis-
tinct interpretation of Byzantine sgraffito – a Balkan sgraffito style. As
yet, little is known about ceramic production technology (archaeometry),
marketing, and consumption at the regional and supra-regional level in the
medieval Balkans. Manolova-Voykova’s book greatly advances our
understanding of Byzantine pottery – and of medieval pottery in general.
It provides a strong stimulus for further research on ceramic production in
Southeastern Europe and beyond.
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